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A RIEMANN TYPE THEOREM FOR SERIES OF
OPERATORS ON BANACH SPACES

A. AIZPURU, A. GUTIERREZ-DAVILA AND A. SALA

We study Kalton's theorem on the unconditional convergence of series of compact
operators and we use some matrix techniques to obtain sufficient conditions, weaker
than previous ones, on the convergence and unconditional convergence of series of
compact operators. Finally, we characterise weak unconditionally Cauchy series in
CC(X, Y) in terms of certain spaces of vector sequences.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X, Y be two Banach spaces. We denote by CC{X,Y) (respectively K(X,Y))
the Banach space of bounded (respectively, compact) linear maps from X to Y. Kalton
[8] proved that if £^7} is subseries convergent in K(X,Y), with respect to the weak
operator topology, and X* contains no subspace isomorphic to /<», then ]T\ Tt is subseries
convergent with respect to the norm topology of K(X, Y). Kaftal and Weiss [7] proved
that if H is a Hilbert space and (Tn)n is a sequence in K(H) such that

(0 E n ^ n is unconditionally convergent for the stronger operator topology,

and

(ii) for every F c N the operator J2 Tn is compact,

then ^,nTn is unconditionally convergent in K(H).

Qingying Bu and Congxin Wu [5] proved the following result, which is equivalent to

the previous result of Kalton. Every series £V Ki of operators in CC(X, Y) such that:

(i) J^{ Ki converges unconditionally in the weak operator topology (in the

proof the series J2i Ki should be subseries convergent with respect to the

weak operator topology), and

(ii) ^2 K{ is a. compact operator for every index set F c N ,

is unconditionally convergent in the norm if and only if X* contains no copy of CQ.

In this paper, we use some matrix techniques ([2, 3, 4]) to improve the above
mentioned results.
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We shall say that T is a natural family if T c V(N) and T contains the family
0o (N) of the finite subsets of N. We also say that T has the property S\ if for any pair
[(ylj), (J5j)] of mutually disjoint sequences of disjoint subsets of 0oW there exist B e T
and an infinite set M C N such that A jCB and Bt C Bc. We shall say that the family
T is subsequentially complete if for any sequence (Ai)i of disjoint sets in T there exist
an infinite set M C N and B € T such that B = \J A,.

We must recall that any atomic subalgebra T of V(N) is natural.

Let X be a vector space and let T be a vector space topology on X. Let ^ xt be

a series in X and let T be a natural family. We shall say that YLxi *s ^-T convergent
if for every A e T the series £) Xj converges in {X,T). It can be proved ([2]) that if

jeA

T is a natural family with the property S\ and Y2 xi xs a •F-weak convergent series in
a Banach X then J2i xi ' s unconditionally convergent. The following result can also be
proved ([2]) (we shall denote it as (1) throughout this paper). Let (iy)«j D e a matrix
in a normed space X such that (xy)i is a Cauchy sequence for j e N, and for i 6 N the
series ^Z xy is subseries convergent. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) there exists a natural family T with the property S\ such that ( Y2xij)

is Cauchy, for B e J ; j 6 S i

(2) the sequence ( ^ x « ) *s Cauchy uniformly in n 6 N, for every disjoint

sequence (An)n of <Ao(N).

In this paper we obtain several results on the convergence and unconditional con-
vergence of series of compact operators. The results that appear in ([7, 8, 9]) can be
obtained as an immediate consequence. Our results are based on the ^"-convergence of
series, where T denotes a natural family or a natural Boolean algebra with an appropriate
property. We also obtain an interesting characterisation of weak unconditionally Cauchy
series in C£(X,Y).

2. CONVERGENCE OF SERIES OF COMPACT OPERATORS

THEOREM 2 . 1 . Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let T be a natural family

with the property Si. Let (Tl)j be a sequence of compact operators from X to Y.

The series J2i ̂ i JS unconditionally convergent in K(X, Y) if and only if J2i T? is T-

weak operator topology convergent, and for any B € T the operator defined by Tg(g)

= w Y^, T]9 1S compact.

PROOF: If x € X then the series J2jTjX is .F-weak convergent and, therefore, is
unconditionally convergent. We also have that, for g € Y*, ^ZjTJg is unconditionally
convergent in X*.

Since the rank of a compact operator is separable, we can suppose that Y is separable.
Let us suppose that $Z,-Tj- is not unconditionally convergent in CC(X, Y). In this case,
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there exist e > 0 and a sequence (Fk)k in <A0(N) such that ^2 T J > e and supFfc

II II ieFk

< inf Fk+i for k € N. Since Yl ^7 > £> f° r every fc € N there exists gk € B y such
l l i 6 F II

that £) ff/t^j > £- There exists a subsequence of (gk)k that is weak* convergent to
"j€Fk II

some g0 € B y . Without loss of generality we shall suppose that w* limA <7fc = g0.

Let us consider the matrix {giTj)ij. We have that:
(1) Since, for j € N, Tj is compact, the sequence (giTj)i is convergent.

(2) The sequence ( J2 9i^j) IS convergent in X*; therefore, the matrix (<&, 7})i j
jeB II II

satisfies (1) (see introduction). This contradicts that 5Z 0» î > £ f°r

i e N . jeFk
 D

REMARK. Let us consider in K(X, Y) the topology Tw> defined as follows: a net (Ta)a€i
has w' limQ Ta = To if and only if limQ T* = To* for weak operator topology. It can
be proved ([7]) that if (Tn)n is a sequence in K(X, Y) such that u/l imnTn = To and
To 6 K{X,Y) then limTn = To for the weak topology in K(X,Y). From this result,
we obtain that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, J^T j is -̂ "-weak convergent, and
therefore ^ Tt is unconditionally convergent.

COROLLARY 2 . 2 . Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let T be a natural family
with the property S\. Let (Tj)j be a sequence of compact operators from X to Y and let
us suppose that X* does not have a copy ofloQ. Then, the series ^ Tj is unconditionally
convergent in K(X, Y) if and only ifJ2j Tj is T-weak operator topology convergent and,

for B € T, the operator defined by TB{x) = £) TjX is compact.
j

PROOF: For x e X, the series J^TjX is unconditionally convergent. Hence, for
g € y*, we have that Y^j9(Tjx) is unconditionally convergent. This proves that 5Z,</7}
is weak unconditionally of Cauchy. Since X* does not have a copy of Co, Y^j9^i IS

unconditionally convergent in X*. Now, it is sufficient to proceed as in the proof of
Theorem 2.1. 0

The Vitali-Hahn-Saks property for a Boolean algebra is related to classical Measure
Theory ([10]). In the hypothesis of our next corollary, we consider a natural Boolean
algebra T with the Vitali-Hahn-Saks property instead of a natural family T with the
property S\.

COROLLARY 2 . 3 . Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let T be a naturai
Boolean algebra with the Vitali-Hahn-Saks property. Let (Ti)i be a sequence of com-

pact operators from X to Y. Then,

(a) 53 • Tj iS unconditionally convergent if and only if ^2 TJ is T-weak operator
jeB

topology convergent and, for any B € T, the operator defined by Tg(g)
= 53 T*p is compact.
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(b) If X* does not have a copy of l^, £V Tj JS unconditionally convergent if
and only if J2j Tj is T-weak operator topology convergent and, for any
B € T, the operator defined by TB(x) = £ TjX is compact.

jB

PROOF: Let us check that, for x G X, the series J2jTjX is unconditionally con-
vergent in Y. If £ . TjX is not unconditionally convergent, then there exist e > 0 and

a sequence {Fk)k in <t>0{H) such that supF* < infF/t+1 and £ Tjx\\ > e, for k G N.
\\jeFk II

We can assume that Y is separable and we have that, for k G N, there exists fk G Sy
such that /jt( $3 TJX) > e. We can also assume that there exists / 0 G By such that

Sen '
w* limjt /* = /o- For j € N, let us define the finitely additive measure fij : T —> R by

fij(B) = fj (w Yl TJX) . We have that, for B e J , lim, fij(B) = f0 (w "£, Tjx) • Since T
v jeB ' v yes '

has the Vitali-Hahn-Saks property, (Vj)j is strongly uniformly additive. Therefore if (Bj)i
is a disjoint sequence in T then lim* iij{B\\ = 0 uniformly in j € N. This contradicts the
fact that iMk(Fk) = / t ( £ T^i) > e, for * 6 N.

Sen y

It can also be proved, as before, that the series £^ gTj is unconditionally convergent
in X* for every g € K*.

If £ - T j is not unconditionally convergent then, a proof similar to Theorem 2.1
shows that the matrix {giTj)ij in X* satisfies the following.

(i) £ . (fcT,- is unconditionally convergent, for i € N;

(ii) the sequence (gtTj)i is convergent, for j G N;
(iii) the sequence ( 53 5«^j) is convergent, for B e J ;

Ses ' {

(iv) there exist e > 0 and a disjoint sequence (.Ft)* in (fo(N) such that

I j > e, for fc € N.

For i G N let us consider the vector measure ^ : T —> X* defined by Hi(B)
= £ g{Tj, for B G T. It is clear that every ^ is cr-additive and that (ni)i is pointwise

convergent in ^". Therefore, (/Xi)j is uniformly strongly additive in T. This contradicts

that | |w(F0| | >e for i G N. D

REMARK. AS a consequence of Corollary 2.2, by considering T — V(N), we can prove
Kalton's theorem (see the introduction). If T is a natural family that is subsequentially
complete, we could use the proof of Kalton to obtain the corresponding results. How-
ever, we now prove that there exist natural families with the property S\ that are not
subsequentially complete.

Let B\ be the family of the subsets A C N such that A and Ac have infinite even
numbers and infinite odd numbers. Let T — Bx U </>o(N). We first prove that T is not
subsequentially complete. Let us consider the sequence ({2n}) N. It is easy to check that
the union of the terms of any subsequence is not in T. Hence, T is not subsequentially
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complete. It is easy to check that T has property S\.

R E M A R K . On the conditional convergence of series in K(X,Y). Ronglu and Kang [9]
considered several conditions for the conditional convergence of a series and for the con-
vergence of double series and iterated series.

We say that a natural family T has property Px ([3]) if there exists a map / : N -> N
such that for any pair (FT)r, (mr)r of sequences in Jo(N) (the family of finite intervals of
N) and N, respectively, with mr ^ inf F r ^ sup FT < m r + i for r € N, there exist B € T
and an infinite set M C N that:

(a) B n [mT, m r + 1 ) = Fr for r e M, and

(b) B n ( m r , m r + i ) is either empty, or for r € N \ M and r > 1, it can be

written as the union of at most f(r — 1) intervals.

It has been proved, in [3], that if T is a natural family with the property Pi and
[xij)ij is a matrix in a Banach space X such that the sequence ( Y2xij) ' s convergent,
for Be?, then: j 6 B '

(i) Ylj x'j 1S convergent, for i e N;

(ii) limi(53i Xij) = J2j Xj, where Xj = lim* x 0 for j € N; and

(iii) limi Yl xij — 12 xj uniformly in the sets F of the family /o(N). If,
jF F

moreover, the series I ^ t f S ^ y ) is convergent, for any B € T, then

L-ii Z-ij xij — l-ij 2^« xij-

As a consequence of the results that appear in the former remark and by proceeding
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the following result can be proved:

THEOREM 2 . 4 . Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let T be a natural family
with the property Pi. Let (Tj)j be a sequence in K(X, Y) such that, for each B e J ,

(i) Yl Tj is stronger operator topology convergent,
jeB

(ii) 52 ^7 JS stronger operator topology convergent, and
j€B

(iii) the operator TB defined by TB{X) = ^ZTjX is compact.
j£B

Then YLjTi is convergent in K{X,Y).

In the former theorem we can replace hypothesis (ii) by the two following hypothesis:

(ii') the space X' does not have a copy of /<», and

(ii") the family T is such that any real and ^-convergent series ^ a, is uncon-
ditionally convergent.

3. SERIES WEAK UNCONDITIONALLY CAUCHY IN C£(X, Y)

Let S be a subspace of /«, such that CQ C S and let X be a Banach space. We
denote by X(S) ([1]) the space of the sequences (xji 6 XN such that YLiaixi converges
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for (ai)i e S. It is clear that X(S) is a Banach space with the norm

IKxOiH = supJ5^|/te)| : n € N,/ G SXA = supuf^^ij : («i)« e BCoo\-

With this notation, we have that X(CQ) can be identified to the space of weak uncondi-
tionally Cauchy series in X (it can also be identified with the space lf(X) of the weakly
1- summing sequences [6]). The space X(loo) can be identified with the space of uncon-
ditionally convergent series.

We denote by c(X) the space of the convergent sequences (ZJ)* G XN, endowed with
the sup norm. Similarly, co(X) will denote the subspace of the sequences (xi)i G c(X)
such that lim; x{ — 0.

Our next theorem provides a simple characterisation of weak unconditionally Cauchy
series in C£(X,Y).

THEOREM 3 . 1 . Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let J2j Tj be a series in

C£(X, Y). Then, 53. Tj is weak unconditionally Cauchy if and only if, for any sequence
(xi)i € c{X) such that limj xt = x0, {TjXi)j G Y(CQ) for i G N and the sequence ((TjXi)j).
converges to (TjXQ)j.

PROOF: Let us suppose that ^ Tj is a weak unconditionally Cauchy series. Let us
denote by H = | |(7j)j| | the norm of {Tj)j in the space of weak unconditionally Cauchy
series in CC(X,Y). For x e Bx and g € By, the map <pxg : CC(X,Y)-tR defined by

Vxg(T) = g{Tx) is linear, continuous and satisfies \\(pxg\\ < 1. Therefore,
00

If M C N is a finite set, then II £ gT\ < H. Let (xt)i € c(X) and let x0 = linij xt.
\\jeM II

It is clear that y1 = {TjXi)j is an element of Y(CQ) for every i € N . For any given e > 0
there exists an n0 € N such that ||xp — x,| | ^ e/H for p, q ^ n0.

If p, q ^ n0, we have that there exist g 6 Sy and n € N such that

*v) -9Tj(xq)\ < \\xp - xq\\ e.

Therefore, the sequence (y1)* is convergent in Y(co) and limjy1 = j/° in Y(co), where

t =
In order to prove sufficiency, let us suppose 5Z>^} ^s n 0* a w e a k unconditionally

Cauchy series. We can inductively obtain a sequence (Fn)n C <fo(N) such that supFn

< inf Fn + i and II J2 Tj\\ > 2"- For n G N there exists a xn G Sx such that II Yl TjXn\\

> 2". Let yn = {l/2n)xn, for n G N. Then lim ||yn|| = 0 and, by our hypothesis, ((Tjyfo).

is a sequence in Y(CQ) that converges to zero. This contradicts that Yl ĵ'2/n > 1 f°r

"j€Fn "

n G N. •
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REMARK, (a) Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let £)_,- T, be a series in CC(X, Y).
From the proof of theorem 3.1, it can be deduced that:

(i) J2jTj is weak unconditionally Cauchy if and only if ((TjXi)j)i converges

to zero in Y(CQ), for any unconditionally convergent series J2ixi m X\

(ii) ^jTj is weak unconditionally Cauchy if and only if [<<TjXi)j)i converges

to zero in Y(CQ), for any absolutely convergent series J ^ i i in X.

(b) When Y = K and Ylj fj IS a series in X*, we have that V - fj is weak uncon-

ditionally Cauchy if and only if for any sequence (ij),- e c(X), ( (/,(£<)) .) is convergent

in R(co) (the space of unconditionally convergent series in R).

Our next result provides another type of characterisation of weak unconditionally
Cauchy series in CC(X, Y), when Y satisfies additional properties.

THEOREM 3 . 2 . Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and let us suppose that Y* has
the Dunford-Pettis property. Let Y,jTi be a s e r i e s in CC(X,Y). Then, J2jTj is weak

unconditionally Cauchy if and only if for any two weakly convergent sequences (xji in
X and (gi)i in Y*, to x0 and g0 respectively, we have that (giTjX^j € c for i e N and
((giTjXi),). converges to (g0TjX0)j.

P R O O F : Let us suppose that J^jTj is weak unconditionally Cauchy. Let (xj)i, (gi)i
be two sequences, in X and Y* respectively, such that wlimiXi = xo and wlimj <& = go-
Let us consider the matrix (giTjXi)ij. We have that any row defines an unconditionally
convergent series and the j t h column converges to goTjXO, for j 6 N. For M C N, we
consider the map TM : X —> Y*" defined by TM{x) = w* ]T] TjX. This map is linear and

continuous and we have that wlimilw* J2 TJXA = w' YL TjX0. Since Y* is Dunford-

Pettis property and wlimg, = g0, limi 52 9i^ixi — YL 9oTjXO. This proves that the
jeM jeM

matrix (giTjX^ij satisfies the conditions to be a basic matrix [4]. As a consequence, the
sequence ((giTjXi)j)i converges in c to (goTjXO)j.

Conversely, let us suppose that the series J^j Tj is not weak unconditionally Cauchy.

We can obtain a sequence (i^)* in <po(N) such that sup Fk < inf Fk+X and ^ T, > 22*
"j€Fk 'I

for k € N. For A; € N, there exist xk € Sx and gk 6 SY- such that | £ P t^fc

> 22* for k e N. We have that lim(l/2*)5* = 0 and lim(l/2'=)ifc = 0. We can easily obtain

a contradiction, because of the convergence of the sequence (((l/2k)giTj(l/2k)xi) A . D

REMARK 3.4. Let X, Y be two Banach spaces. If X has the Dunford-Pettis prop-
erty and does not have a copy of ly, or Y is subsequentially complete, then K(X,Y)
— WK(X, Y) (the space of weakly compact maps) and the results of this section remain
valid if we replace the term " compact operator" by the term "weakly compact operator".
We do not know any result for weakly compact operators similar to Kalton's theorem.
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